ABSTRACT Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) is becoming an increasingly common methodology to narrow the illumination excitation thickness to study cellular process such as exocytosis, endocytosis, and membrane dynamics. It is also frequently used as a method to improve signal/noise in other techniques such as in vitro single-molecule imaging, stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy/photoactivated localization microscopy imaging, and fluorescence resonance energy transfer imaging. The unique illumination geometry of TIRFM also enables a distinct method to create an excitation field for selectively exciting fluorophores that are aligned either parallel or perpendicular to the optical axis. This selectivity has been used to study orientation of cell membranes and cellular proteins. Unfortunately, the coherent nature of laser light, the typical excitation source in TIRFM, often creates spatial interference fringes across the illuminated area. These fringes are particularly problematic when imaging large cellular areas or when accurate quantification is necessary. Methods have been developed to minimize these fringes by modulating the TIRFM field during a frame capture period; however, these approaches eliminate the possibility to simultaneously excite with a specific polarization. A new, to our knowledge, technique is presented, which compensates for spatial fringes while simultaneously permitting rapid image acquisition of both parallel and perpendicular excitation directions in~25 ms. In addition, a back reflection detection scheme was developed that enables quick and accurate alignment of the excitation laser. The detector also facilitates focus drift compensation, a common problem in TIRFM due to the narrow excitation depth, particularly when imaging over long time courses or when using a perfusion flow chamber. The capabilities of this instrument were demonstrated by imaging membrane orientation using DiO on live cells and on lipid bilayers that were supported on a glass slide (supported lipid bilayer). The use of the approach to biological problems was illustrated by examining the temporal and spatial dynamics of exocytic vesicles.
INTRODUCTION
A variety of optical techniques are now being used to break the diffraction limit of optical resolution. One of the first to be widely applied is the use of total internal reflection (TIR) to generate an excitatory evanescent field that decays exponentially with a space constant roughly an order of magnitude smaller than the wavelength of light (1) . In addition to improving axial illumination resolution, the thin field also enhances image contrast by minimizing out-of-focus excitation. The application of TIR to fluorescence microscopy has been widely used to study biological events that occur at or near the cell membrane, such as exocytosis, endocytosis, cell surface receptor kinetics, and membrane dynamics (for application examples see (2) ). In addition, total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) is frequently used for in vitro biochemical studies such as imaging actin and microtubule assembly, or singlemolecules studies on molecular motor proteins (3) (4) (5) . TIR is also a common illumination method for other superresolution techniques such as photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (6, 7) .
Beyond improving image signal/noise, when coupled with polarized light, TIRFM can be used to study threedimensional molecular orientation and dynamics. Polarized TIRFM (pTIRFM) has been applied to a variety of biological systems including plasma membrane structure (8) , exocytosis (9) (10) (11) (12) , vesicle fusion on a supported lipid bilayer (13) , membrane lipid order (14) (15) (16) , and molecular motor protein movement (17) . In pTIRFM two electric field polarizations are typically used, one parallel to the glass surface, in the plane spanned by the b x-b y axis, and another perpendicular (normal) to the glass surface, along the optical b z axis (Fig. 1 A) . The field parallel to the glass surface is produced by TIR of light with its electric field perpendicular to the plane of incidence (the plane containing the incident Poynting vector and the glass surface normal) and is commonly identified as b s polarized light. The field perpendicular to the glass surface is produced by TIR of light with its electric field in the plane of incidence and is identified as b p polarized light. In reality this electric field is only fully perpendicular (b z) when the incident ray is at the TIR critical angle (1) . At sub-and supercritical angles the field also has a component parallel to the surface (b s) ( Fig. 1 A, left) . At increasing supercritical incident angles the TIR illumination depth decreases (1) , thus there is a tradeoff between minimizing the illumination depth and producing a b p field with minimal b s component.
Assuming a fluorophore in an excitation field is rotationally confined (relative to the time scale of its fluorescence lifetime), its orientation can be probed by determining the direction of the emission polarization, or by comparing the emission intensity when excited with orthogonal excitation polarizations. The second scenario can be used in TIR to probe orientation by comparing the emission intensity when excited with b p incident versus b s incident light. As an example, DiO is a dye that binds to lipid membranes such that the direction of its excitation dipole is preferentially aligned along the plane of the membrane (detailed dipole orientation study of similar DiI given in (18) ). In a membrane labeled with DiO b s polarized light preferentially excites the molecule compared to b p incident light ( Fig. 1 B,  left ). An alternative dye, di-8-ANEPPQ, associates to a lipid bilayer with its excitation dipole primarily perpendicular to the surface (19, 20) . In this case b p polarized light more favorably excites the fluorophore (Fig. 1 B, right) .
The use of TIRFM is often limited by spatial nonuniformities in the illumination field. These variations are introduced by constructive and destructive interference of coherent laser light when reflected and refracted from various optical components in the beam path, including back reflections, nonideal optics, and undesirable scattering objects (including dust). This optical interference is particularly problematic when a uniform field is necessary for quantitative studies. To overcome this challenge several labs have developed objective-based TIRFM systems that modulate the position of the excitation light over the period of a single image acquisition frame. This process effectively averages out nonuniformities. These methods include using a spinning wedge (21) , acousto-optic deflector (AOD) (22) , piezo mirror (23) , and galvo mirrors (24) . In these systems the focused excitation light is scanned in a circular motion around the periphery of the objective's back focal plane (BFP) (Fig. 1 C) , producing a roughly planar beam of light at the sample plane that rotates azimuthally around the optical axis. When the period of this azimuthal scan is shorter than the image acquisition time the irregularities in the excitation field are averaged out.
When linearly polarized laser light of a fixed orientation enters an illumination compensation system as described previously, the excitation field polarization continuously changes between b s and b p directions throughout each azimuthal scan. For example, assuming the incoming beam is polarized along the b y direction entering the objective BFP and that the beam is currently focused at a position along the x axis ( Fig. 1 C, encircled red X) , the resulting polarization in the sample plane is b y (b s) (Fig. 1 A, right  panel) . The opposite is true when the beam is positioned along the y axis in the objective's BFP (with the same incoming b y polarization), in which case b z (b p) polarized light is produced at the sample. As the beam moves in a circle around the objective's BFP, averaging out interference irregularities in the sample plane, the electric field polarization at the sample plane cycles between b s and b p. Therefore, although the spatial field is more uniform, this illumination method can no longer be used for polarization based experiments.
Here, we present a TIRFM illumination scheme in which the polarization state in the sample plane was maintained, whereas interference artifacts were simultaneously eliminated. In addition, the novel, to our knowledge, TIRFM illuminator contained a back reflection position sensitive detector (PSD) for facilitating quick alignment of the azimuthal beam, real-time observation of the TIR state, and focus drift compensation. To rotate the polarized state an electro-optic modulator (EOM) in combination with a quarter-wave plate was used. In addition, polarizationdependent phase shifts introduced by optical components were corrected with a Berek compensator. The azimuthal illumination and back reflection alignment methods are discussed first, followed by the polarization rotation technique, and the focus drift compensation scheme. The illuminator was used to image membrane orientation in live cells, revealing topological phenomena such as cellular protrusions in which there was tight membrane association with the glass surface. In addition, vesicle exocytosis was rapidly imaged to observe membrane orientation dynamics throughout fusion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Optical configuration
405 nm (120 mW laser diode, Omicron Laserage, Rodgau-Dudenhofen, Germany), 488 nm (100 mW laser diode, Omicron), 594 nm (100 mW diode-pumped solid-state laser, Cobolt AB, Solna, Sweden), and 647 nm (140 mW diode laser, Omicron) lasers were combined with longpass filters (LaserMUX series, Semrock, Rochester, NY) and positioned to match beam diameters following a beam expander. Dielectric mirrors (BB1-E02, Thorlabs Newton, NJ) were used throughout the system to position the beams. Before being combined with the other laser beams, the polarization of the 488 nm beam was modulated with an EOM (#350-105 modulator with BK clamp option to minimize resonance and 302RM amplifier, Conoptics, Danbury, CT), followed by a zero-order quarter-wave plate (Thorlabs), and a Berek variable wave plate (Newport Corp., Irvine, CA) to compensate for polarization ellipticity introduced by optics downstream. Combined beams were expanded to~13 mm with a telescope (achromatic lenses from Thorlabs) before entering a 2-axis flexure galvo-based scan head (OFH-15 with QuantumDrive-4000 servo-amplifiers, Nutfield Technology, Hudson, NH) mounted to the rear port of an inverted microscope (IX81-ZDC2, Olympus, Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan). A 170 mm focal length achromatic doublet lens (30 mm diameter, Ross Optical Industries, El Paso, TX) was mounted downstream from the scan-head and both were mounted to a one-dimensional translation stage (Thorlabs) to enable movement of the scan head and optics relative to the objective position. A custom quadruple band polychroic with flatness sufficient for TIR illumination (Chroma Technology, Bellows Falls, VT) was mounted in the fluorescence filter cube turret and a 100 X UAPON 1.49 NA TIRFM objective (Olympus) was used for establishing TIR and imaging emission. Emitted light was split based on wavelength or polarization with a TripleSplit (Cairn Research, Faversham, UK) and was collected with an ORCA-Flash 4.0 complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan). Back reflected light used for beam alignment and focus compensation was sampled with a pellicle beamsplitter (BP208, Thorlabs) mounted between the galvos and the TIR focusing lens and imaged onto a PSD (quadrant photodiode PDQ80A with TQD001 amplifier, Thorlabs). A bandpass filter holder was incorporated into the detection optics to enable selection of a laser line for tracking the glass surface focus, while simultaneously rejecting fluorescence excitation laser lines. To control environment temperature the entire microscope was enclosed and the air was heated with an Air-Therm Heater (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL).
System control
Galvanometers, EOM, laser shutters, and camera exposure were controlled with digital and analog outputs from a multifunction data acquisition board (PCIe-6323, National Instruments, Austin, TX) with custom software written in LabView (National Instruments). TIR critical angle was determined by finding the maximum derivative of the reflected intensity, whereas the focused beam in the BFP was iteratively scanned along the x and y axes. The amplitude of the EOM sawtooth function was adjusted to ensure full polarization rotation during each azimuthal scan, and the phase was tuned to align the polarization with the beam position. To compensate for polarization ellipticity induced by the optics the Berek variable wave plate was adjusted to maximize extinction, as tested with a linear analyzer at the objective position, over all input polarization angles. To enable rapid b s and b p image acquisition the beam was azimuthally scanned at 200 Hz, the EOM at 400 Hz, and the camera exposure (collected from the center quadrant of the CMOS chip) was fixed at 12.5 ms with an external synchronous readout trigger of 12.5 ms. In sync with the camera shutter and galvo scanning, the EOM phase was shifted 90 every 12.5 ms, enabling successive imaging with b s and b p excitations. To eliminate rolling shutter artifacts and prevent mixed polarization excitation, the sample was exposed with laser light for 5 ms (a single 360 azimuthal beam scan at 200 Hz) during the 12.5 ms exposure period. Images were acquired with MetaMorph (Molecular Devices, LLC, Sunnyvale, CA) and analyzed in either MetaMorph or ImageJ (25) . For focus compensation the position signal from one axis of the PSD was detected with a lock-in amplifier (#5210, Signal Recovery, Oak Ridge, TN), using one of the galvo sinusoidal position signals as the reference and an integration time of 30 ms. The lock-in amplifier signal, in combination with proportional-integral-derivative feedback in LabView, was used to compensate for focus shifts by adjusting the position of the objective with the microscope's internal focus drive motor.
Dye-labeled supported lipid bilayer preparation
To form the lipid bilayer 500 mg of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, Alabama) in chloroform was added to a glass test tube, and a film was produced by evaporating the chloroform in the presence of argon while slowly rotating the tube. The film was then incubated for 5 min with 500 ml of HEPES buffer (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM KCl, pH 7.4 with KOH), vortexed for 10 s to form multilamellar vesicles, and sonicated (#G112SP1, Laboratory Supply,Hicksville, NY) until solution was clear (~3 min) to form unilaminar vesicles. 0.1 ml of vesicles was mixed with 0.9 ml of HEPES buffer and then added to a SkyesMoore Chamber (Belco Glass, Vineland, NJ) containing a cover glass (cleaned with 8 g/L of NaOH in MeOH followed by ddH 2 0). Before imaging, the HEPES buffer was exchanged 10 times to remove free vesicles and either 1 ml of DiO (Vybrant DiO at 1 mM in DMF, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) or 1 ml of Di-8-ANEPPQ (1 mM in EtOH, Biotium, Hayward, CA) was added to the solution above the bilayer. Bright and dim phase separated regions were observed for both dyes, which we attribute to different concentrations of dye. Both regions had similar emission profiles when comparing b p versus b s excitation. Presented images are from bright regions.
DiO plasma membrane labeling
HeLa cells were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) (#11965-092, Life Technologies) with 10% fetal bovine serum at 37 C in the presence of 5% C0 2 . To label plasma membrane with DiO~10 6 cells were suspended (with trypsin) in 1 ml of DMEM. 5 ml of 1 mM Vybrant DiO was mixed with cells and incubated for 8 min at 37 C. Labeled cells were washed three times by pelleting at 400 Â g for 5 min, removing DMEM and resuspending with warm DMEM between each spin. After the final spin cells were plated on a glass bottom culture dish (MakTek, Ashland, MA). Before imaging,~4 h later, the media was replaced with cell imaging media consisting of 10 mM HEPES (#H-3375, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 9.7 g/L of Hanks BBS (#H-1387, Sigma-Aldrich), and NaOH to bring pH to 7.4. 1% fetal bovine serum was added following sterile filtration.
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VSVG-mEGFP vesicle labeling
For vesicle endocytosis experiments HeLa cells were transfected with temperature-sensitive VSVG-mEGFP expression vector (kind gift of J. Lippincott-Schwartz lab). 1 mg of plasmid was incubated with 100 ml of Opti-MEM (Life Technologies) for 5 min, and then 5 ml of Fugene 6 (Promega, Madison, WI) was added to the solution. 5 min later solution was added to plated HeLa cells (~30% confluency) in a 35 mm glass bottom culture dish (MakTek). Cells were grown for 12 h in 5% C0 2 at 37 C and then were transferred to 40 C for an additional 24 h. Before imaging the media was replaced with cell imaging media and the cells were incubated at 34 C for~2 h, allowing the VSVG-mEGFP to escape the endoplasmic reticulum and travel in vesicles to the plasma membrane.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Improving sample excitation field uniformity
To correct for spatial illumination nonuniformities in objective-based TIRFM we use a system similar to those described previously (26) . Instead of focusing the fluorescence excitation light to a single point in the radial periphery of the objective's BFP, as is commonly done in objectivebased TIRFM, the position of the focused light is scanned in a circle around the periphery of the objective's BFP (Fig. 1 C) . To ensure that TIR is maintained at the glasswater interface, the focused beam must remain at a radial distance from the optical center that will produce an angle of incidence of the illumination beam on the interface that is equal or larger than that required for TIR. The TIR angle will depend on the refractive indices of the glass, 1.52 for BK7, and of the aqueous media: 1.33 for water, typically around 1.35-1.4 for cell cytoplasm (27) (28) (29) . Ideally, the distance from the optical center should remain constant throughout scanning because the evanescent field penetration depth varies with distance.
We considered several beam scanning options, including galvanometer scan head, piezo mirror, voice-coil actuated tip-tilt mirror, and AODs. Each of these technologies has advantages and disadvantages in terms of resolution, speed, aperture size, deflection angle, and cost. AOD-based deflectors are suitable for high-speed applications, though typically at the sacrifice of smaller aperture as well as the potential for deflection-dependent intensity modulation. In the mirror-based beam steering devices, piezo systems typically have the highest resolution, but generally are also significantly more expensive. At similar aperture size and speed, galvanometers usually have a larger deflection angle compared to piezo-based tip-tilt deflection systems. From these considerations we decided to use a two-dimensional galvanometer scan head. Of note, even though the two mirrors are mounted close to each other in the scan head, the deflection point is not identical for the orthogonal directions, resulting in small lateral translation of the illumination field at the sample plane. This compromise has a potential benefit of creating a more uniform field throughout the scanning process. In choosing a deflection system we also considered mirror flatness, with thicker substrates typically being flatter. Unfortunately, the benefit of a thicker mirror comes at cost of slower scanning speed, therefore a compromise was necessary. Our galvanometers have mirrors that are~2.5 mm thick. We ensured the beam remained collimated with a shear plate interferometer following the galvanometer as well as after other mirrors in the system, including the dielectric coated polychroic.
The scan head was fixed to a linear translational stage that was mounted directly to the rear illumination port of an inverted microscope (Fig. 1 D) . The translation stage also contains the lens that focuses collimated light deflected by the galvanometers onto the BFP of the objective. This TIR focusing lens is positioned one focal length from the objective and the galvanometer is positioned roughly one focal length from the focusing lens. Therefore, an angular deflection of collimated beam at the galvanometer results in a radial translation of the focus beam at the position of the objective's BFP (26) . The size of illuminated field at the sample plane is related to the demagnification of the beam by the combination of the TIR lens and the objective lens, and the system aperture determined by the galvo mirrors. Securely mounting the illumination system directly to the microscope ensures stability of the beam from short (~ms) to long durations (~h), making illumination more consistent throughout experiments and decreasing the frequency of needing to realign the optics. With this configuration TIR of excitation light was verified (Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). In addition, while imaging acridine orange (5 mg/ml in ddH 2 0, Life Technologies) nonspecifically attached to the surface of a glass slide with azimuthal scanning illumination, we observed a significant visible improvement in spatial field uniformity as compared to fixed position illumination (Fig. 2, A and B) .
A significant difficulty with azimuthal scanning TIR illumination is ensuring the focused beam in the objective's BFP traverses a circular path at a constant radial distance from the optical axis, such that the incident excitation beam maintains a constant zenith incident angle at the glass-water interface. This circular path can be adjusted by modifying the amplitude and offset of a sinusoidal wave driving each galvo mirror, as well as modifying the relative phase between each sine wave (typically~90 degrees to trace a circular shape). One method to tune these parameters is to observe, either via the oculars or directly above the sample, fluorescent beads freely suspended in solution while rotating the beam near the critical TIR angle. When the parameters are tuned correctly the free beads will have similar excitation at all azimuthal angles (26) . TIR is then achieved by increasing (in a scaled manner) the sine wave amplitudes driving the galvos.
Unfortunately, this tuning process is time-consuming and the alignment procedure likely has to be repeated whenever an optical component, such as a dichroic imaging mirror, is changed in the system. This method also requires the alignment be performed in a sample chamber that is different than the actual experimental chamber, which may introduce unanticipated errors from the glasssolution interface not having the same properties or not being mounted in exactly the same orientation. In addition, if alignment needs to be adjusted or verified during an experiment the sample chamber has to be completely removed.
Due to these challenges we incorporated a back reflection intensity detector into the TIR illuminator (Fig. 3 A) . Between the galvanometers and TIR focusing lens a pellicle beamsplitter was installed to sample the light that transverses backward through the microscope following TIR at the glass-sample surface. The pellicle beamsplitter reflects roughly 8% of the light (exact amount is wavelength, polarization, and incident angle dependent), and was selected due to its thin profile, that minimizes aberrations when introduced in a converging or diverging optical beam. Using lenses following the beamsplitter the reflected light was imaged onto a PSD in an optical plane conjugate to the sample plane. An incident beam above the critical angle for TIR results in a significantly higher signal on the back reflection diode detector. Thus, the intensity of the signal at the diode provides an indication of the TIR state of the beam at the sample.
With a sample mounted on the microscope each galvanometer mirror was scanned back and forth to find the positive (x þ critical =y þ critical ) and negative (x À critical =y À critical ) input signals that resulted in the system being at the critical angle (Fig. 3 B) . From these endpoints center offsets (x center and y center ) were determined as well as the necessary amplitude in each direction to reach the critical angle. The latter component is used to scale the relative amplitude between galvanometers, a necessity to compensate for slight deflection angle differences between the two galvanometers. The process of calibration, which is iterated to find the best center, is fully automated and requires only a few seconds to complete. This technique also enables, based on an average of the entire illumination area, calibration of regions where the refractive index is not well characterized, such as in the presence of adherent cells. For TIR experiments a deflection amplitude beyond the critical angle is used (Fig. 3 B) , but smaller amplitudes can be used for other illumination profiles such as inclined planar illumination (22, 30, 31) , as is sometimes used in photoactivated localization microscopy/stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (32), or to conduct experiments in which the system is quickly cycled between TIR and epi-illumination (33, 34) . The detected back reflected light intensity not only depends on the occurrence of TIR, but also the angle at which the beam reflects off of the pellicle beamsplitter. The pellicle itself is a thin film interference device, and therefore the amount of reflected versus transmitted light is sensitive to incident angle, wavelength, and polarization. This was illustrated by comparing the back reflected intensity when the galvanometers were scanned along the x axis of the BFP of the objective versus along the y axis. A scan along the y axis (left 4 right across sample) resulted in similar reflection intensities at the two critical angle positions (y þ critical =y À critical ) (Fig. 3 B) . This similarity is because the beam was scanned in the sagittal plane, which has symmetric incident angles at 5 y positions. This was not the case for a scan along the x axis (Fig. 3 B) , where the change of deflection angle was in the meridional plane of beamsplitter. The thin film interference experienced by the reflected light at the two critical positions (x þ critical =x À critical ) was different because of different incident angles on the pellicle itself (Fig. 3 B) .
When the focused beam position was scanned in a circle on the BFP of the objective, the back reflected light sampled a variety of angles on the pellicle. Therefore, the detected reflected light intensity varied significantly throughout a single circular scan of the beam (Fig. 3 C) . The angular reflection dependence of the beamsplitter also has the potential to affect the intensity of transmitted light that initially passes from the galvanometers to the sample plane. We measured the intensity of the transmitted light at the objective position during circular scanning and found the intensity only varied by a few percent (Fig. 3 D) . This experiment was conducted with a fixed linear polarization beam state.
This azimuthal scanning illuminator reduces interference fringes and significantly eases alignment to find the beam center and the critical angle. The versatile system also enables rapid switching between TIR and planar illumination conditions, and makes it possible to correct for chromatic variations in evanescent field depth.
Modulating polarization
It is important to note that when using the azimuthal scanning illuminator the polarization of light at the sample plane, assuming fixed input polarization at the BFP, changes between b s and b p polarization throughout a single frame acquisition. This varying direction confounds polarization based TIRFM microscopy experiments. To maintain the same polarization throughout the acquisition of a single frame, the incoming linear polarization state must simultaneously be rotated in sync with the movement of the beam around the BFP. Several techniques to rotate polarization have been used in other microscopy applications including a liquid crystal polarization rotator (35) , AOMs (36), motorized half-wave plate (37) , and EOM (38) . AOM and EOM based rotation provide faster modulation compared to a liquid crystal or motorized based rotator. AOMs have the advantage over EOMs in that the polarization state never has to be quickly flipped to cycle back to an initial polarization state; however, they are challenging to align and maintain in alignment. We used an EOM because of the potential for high-speed rotation and straightforward alignment. In our setup the EOM is configured as a fast variable wave plate, with its extraordinary axis offset 45 relative to the entering linearly polarized laser light. This arrangement facilitates a tunable phase shift between orthogonal components of the light, creating an elliptically polarized beam. The elliptical beam is then resolved into a rotated linearly polarized state with a quarter-wave plate (extraordinary axis aligned with the original laser polarization). Varying the relative phase between the orthogonal axes of the initial laser light changes the orientation of the linearly polarized beam following the quarter-wave plate. Of note, ellipticity introduced by other optics in the beam line can disrupt this linear state, which we corrected with a Berek compensator (see the Supporting Material Text, Fig. S2 ). A sawtooth waveform was used to drive the EOM in sync with the galvanometer during laser scanning. Because the electric field is symmetric the polarization only needs to be rotated 180 with the sawtooth waveform before it is flipped back to the initial polarization. By changing the relative phase between the sawtooth function and the galvanometer sinusoidal signals it is possible to switch between a sample plane polarization that is primarily b p or b s.
By fixing the position of the BFP focused beam above the critical angle along the x axis, x þ TIRF (no azimuthal scanning), we imaged DiO in a supported lipid bilayer with both b s (b y) polarization (Fig. 4 A, left) and primarily b p (b z) polarization (Fig. 4 A, right) . Emission from the b s polarized excitation was roughly three times greater than the emission from b p excitation, comparable to previous results with a similar dye (8) . When the TIRFM excitation beam was azimuthally scanned with fixed b s polarization (mixture of b x and b y) (Fig. 4 B, left) the emission was still roughly 3 times greater than azimuthally scanned b p (b z) excitation (Fig. 4 B, right) .
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Polarization-Controlled TIRFMSimilar to acridine orange imaging (Fig. 2) , with azimuthal scanning the spatial intensity nonuniformities were also reduced. A qualitative comparison of emission between excitation with b s and b p does not reveal a dramatic difference in the spatial intensity patterns (Fig. 4 A) . A computed ratio image of b p=b s reveals minor spatial variations with fixed beam excitation (Fig. 2 C) , which disappear with azimuthal scanning (Fig. 2 D) . For many polarization based experiments these minor variations would not dramatically affect direct comparisons between emission from b s and b p excitation. However, polarization based studies often also rely on information about total emission from b s and b p excitation (10) that would be affected by spatial nonuniformities.
Fixed polarized b s light, in either the b x or b y direction, is useful for conducting molecular orientation anisotropy measurements in which fluorophore emission is compared along directions that are parallel and perpendicular to the excitation polarization. To fix the polarization direction while still correcting for spatial illumination nonuniformities, we tested small angle quivering of the focused beam in the BFP. The beam was quivered~10 around a fixed position (x þ TIRF ) in the BFP while emission from DiO collected. During this small angle quivering the focused beam in the BFP was maintained equidistant from the optical center, ensuring evanescent field depth remained the same. Again, the emission from the b s excitation (Fig. 4 C, left) was roughly three times greater than emission from b p excitation (Fig. 4 C,  right) . With quivering the nonuniformities in the illumination field were also greatly diminished, although still providing fixed orientation polarization in the b y direction.
The pellicle beamsplitter used for detecting back reflections is not only sensitive to incident angle (see above), but also to incident polarization. b p incident light transmission intensity through the pellicle is~10% higher than b s incident light (Thorlabs spec). Thus, the intensity at the sample plane is expected to fluctuate throughout azimuthal scanning when the polarization is maintained. Conversely, the intensity of reflected light off of the pellicle is also polarization dependent, with b s incident light reflecting significantly >b p incident light. These characteristics were verified by measuring the back reflection intensity (Fig. 5 A) during simultaneous azimuthal scanning with polarization rotation and by measuring the transmitted intensity at the position of the objective (Fig. 5 B) . The intensity fluctuation at the sample plane is potentially a more significant problem because it affects fluorophore excitation. However, as long as each frame acquired by the camera has the same illumination characteristics, ensured by setting the galvanometer and EOM cycle rate to an integer number of azimuthal scans during each frame acquisition, the total intensity at the sample will remain constant. In situations where constant sample illumination intensity is necessary throughout azimuthal scanning the intensity of the laser can be modulated in phase with the polarization rotation. We verified this compensation by modulating the output power from our 488 nm diode laser with a sinusoidal signal synced with the galvanometers (Fig. 5 C) .
This polarization based illuminator rotates the input excitation polarization as the TIR beam is scanned. This technique reduces spatial nonuniformities while simultaneously enabling control of sample plane polarization. With this method fluorophore emission from sequential b s and b p excitation can be compared to determine molecular orientation. In addition, with small angle galvonometer quivering we demonstrated the ability to create roughly fixed excitation polarization with simultaneous correction of spatial nonuniformities. With fixed excitation polarization molecular orientation and dynamics can be determined from emission anisotropy measurements.
Focus drift compensation
Temperature fluctuations in microscope components, relaxing of the mechanical focus drive, settling of immersion oil, and fluid forces in a flow chamber are just a few examples of sources that can cause the focus plane to drift in a fluorescence microscope. Drift is particularly apparent in TIRFM because the illumination plane, defined by the glass-solution surface, and the imaging plane, defined by the objective focus, is decoupled with respect to one another. Thus, even a small change in the glass surface positions (<0.5 mm) makes the sample seem out of focus. Microscope manufacturers, as well as third party vendors, have a variety of ways to compensate for this focal plane drift. Typically, these systems consist of either an image contrast detector or a glass surface position detector, sometimes achieved with light being reflected off of the glass surface. There are also systems that compensate by carefully measuring the position of the objective relative to the stage. We used the detector that was monitoring the back reflection of the TIR excitation to also compensate for focus drift. Because the PSD is in a conjugate plane to the sample, any changes in the axial height of the glass slide relative to the beam results in a lateral translation of the focus position on the PSD. For example, assuming the TIR illumination orientation is fixed (no azimuthal scanning), an axial shift of the glass slide will result in a translation of the position of the reflected beam on the glass surface. This movement results in a translation of the reflected beam on the PSD, creating a change in position signal on the detector. This change in signal can be used as a feedback reference signal for maintaining the proper relative height between the glass slide and objective focus. In practice either the sample surface height or the objective height can be adjusted to maintain the signal at the center of the PSD.
Focus compensation during azimuthal scanning is more complicated because as the sample goes out of focus the back reflection detector position signal rotates over the quadrants of the PSD diode. This rotation results in a sinusoidal position signal in phase with the scanning that cannot be linearly mapped to the distance between the slide and the objective. To overcome this challenge we detected the back reflected azimuthal scanning beam signal from the PSD with a lock-in amplifier. The X signal from the PSD was filtered with the lock-in using the position signal from the X galvanometer as a reference, resulting in a DC signal that quantified the relative distance. A plot of the sensitivity of the detected signal as a function of the height of the objective indicated a maximum sensitivity of~1.4 mV/nm near the center focus (Fig. 6 A) . The noise of the detector (S.D.) near the center focus was~2 mV, equating to a measured focus accuracy of~2 nm.
The lock-in amplifier signal was used to create a feedback reference for maintaining focus. We used proportional-integral-derivative feedback to maintain the same signal at the zheight detector, while adjusting the focus by modulating the microscope's motorized objective drive. This system allows for specifying feedback parameters based on the specific application. For experiments that might have a slow focal shift, such as thermal drift, we used feedback parameters that had relatively slow response, ensuring overshoot was minimized and stability was maintained (Fig. 6 B) . To maintain focus during rapid focus drift, such as when using a flow chamber, it is often necessary to have faster focus compensation even at the expense of some overshoot. The microscope's internal focus motor was sufficient for our experiments, but our feedback runs on top of the microscope's focus drive feedback, thus is ultimately limited by its response rate. For faster response an independent piezobased objective focus positioner or stage actuator independent of the focus drive could be used instead.
A challenge with our focus compensation system is that a laser needs to be continuously reflecting from the glass surface to generate a feedback signal, which may introduce unnecessary fluorophore bleaching in time-lapse experiments. We circumvent this problem by using an independent surface monitoring laser, typically at 647 nm, and distinguish it from the excitation lasers by incorporating a bandpass filter in the back detector optics. The system was arranged so the filter can easily be changed in case we desire to use a different laser for focus compensation.
With a single sensor our back reflection detector scheme enables TIR alignment and focus compensation, with simultaneous correction of spatial nonuniformities. This focus detection technique has an advantage over typical commercial systems because an additional glass flat is not inserted into the imaging path between the objective and fluorescence polychroic. A flat dichroic is in the microscope's infinity space has no effect on imaging; however, it can introduce some distortion, such as astigmatism, into the TIR excitation beam because it is focused in the infinity space. Distortion of this form can be decreased by adding another slanted glass surface rotated 90 to the first, but the correction is not perfect. Our focus compensation system also enables user tuning of feedback parameters, allowing unique settings to satisfy the dynamics of each specific application. The combination of these features in this focal compensation system offers considerable advantages for use in quantitative pTIRFM imaging.
Imaging structure and dynamics of membrane orientation in live cells
We imaged two components of live cells, the structure of the plasma membrane and the dynamics of vesicle exocytosis, to verify the capability of the instrument to precisely control excitation polarization while simultaneously correcting for spatial intensity nonuniformities in the TIR field. To study the structure of the plasma membrane HeLa cells were labeled with DiO (see Materials and Methods), and the fluorescence emission was compared between excitation with b s and b p polarizations. The dipole of DiO preferentially aligns parallel to the cell membrane, thus regions of the plasma membrane along the glass surface were preferentially excited by b s polarization (Fig. 7 A, dark regions of b p=b s ratio image), whereas regions where the membrane curves away from the surface (example: near cell edges) were preferentially excited by b p polarized light (bright regions).
A complication with this technique was movement of DiO-labeled cellular structures, including plasma membrane and endocytosed vesicles, between the period it took to collect an image with each excitation polarization. Such movement created a false indication of membrane orientation within the cell. To overcome this challenge we rapidly imaged both polarizations (5 ms exposure, switching polarization every 12.5 ms). This was achieved by tightly synchronizing the galvomometer position, EOM polarization, camera exposure, and laser excitation (see Materials and Methods). Shutter duration of 12.5 ms was used for each acquisition, but during this period the sample was only excited by the laser for 5 ms. The 5 ms strobe ensured the entire frame was collected from same time period, overcoming the challenge of a digital camera with a rolling shutter. In addition, the 5 ms pulse ensured the excitation beam completed one azimuthal scan (200 Hz scan rate), enabling correction of spatial nonuniformities while simultaneously creating the same illumination profile for each frame. Using a short camera exposure with rapid polarization switching had the disadvantage that multiple images had to be averaged if improved signal/noise was desired. Averaging multiple short exposure images increased read noise over a single long exposure image, but it was a useful compromise to improve signal/noise while minimizing cell movement artifacts.
Using this averaging technique a computed b p=b s image of a HeLa cell (Fig. 7 A) was created, which illustrates regions in which the cell was parallel to surface (dark regions), regions in which the membrane curved away from the glass (bright regions), and regions in which the cell had variable topology (moderate brightness regions). The image reveals prominent lamellipodia (dark regions) along the cell edge, likely a result of tight adherence to the glass surface. These lamellipodia were starkly different to the cell body that had significantly more varied topology. In addition, as indicated by bright edge lines between the lamellipodia and the cell body, this polarization technique highlights lamellipodia extending over the vertical edge of the cell body. The tubular structure of extending filopodia were also revealed, with bright edges indicative of the membrane curving away from the glass surface surrounding a dark core with membrane parallel to the surface. This technique provides strong contrast for visualizing the filopodia and for observing their movement, as well as their time-dependent expansion and contraction (Fig. 7 B) .
We imaged secretory vesicle exocytosis at the plasma membrane by tagging the exterior of vesicles with the GFP-labeled transmembrane protein vesicular stomatitis virus G (VSVG-mEGFP). A temperature sensitive folding mutant of VSVG (ts045) was used, which traps the protein in the endoplasmic reticulum at temperatures above 40 C. At 32 C VSVG moves to the Golgi (39) before being transported to the plasma membrane in vesicles. Fusion to the plasma membrane typically occurs a few hours after the temperature is reduced (40) . Exocytosis is identifiable as a vesicle that first approaches the plasma membrane, followed by fast (~1 s) radial diffusion of the GFP fluorescence (41) . Using rapid polarization switching a combined b p=b s image was collected every 25 ms to minimize cell movement between images and multiple b p=b s images were averaged to improve signal/noise. Fig. 8 A illustrates narrow (<250 nm), diffraction-limited stable tubular structures, which have a preference toward b s excitation (dark regionb p=b s ratio:~1.5) relative to VSVG-GFP in the surrounding cell membrane (b p=b s ratio:~1.5). The >1 b p=b s ratio for the plasma membrane indicates the GFP dipole was preferential aligned perpendicular to the membrane, which is consistent with the known orientation of the GFP excitation dipole (42) in relation to its amino terminal attachment to VSVG. We attribute the lower b p=b s ratio to the tubular edges whose surface is perpendicular to the glass surface. Of note, around the tubular structures the b p=b s was slightly greater than the surrounding plasma membrane, potentially a result of the vesicle flattening of the local plasma membrane.
Occasionally vesicles, both round and elongated in shape, were observed to fuse with the membrane (Fig. 8 B) . Like the long tubular structures, the dark signal was believed to be produced by the edges of the vesicle being perpendicular to the glass surface. A radial profile (Fig. 8 C) , calculated from an average of b p=b s values within concentric circles from the center, illustrates the dark vesicle surrounded by a slightly brighter region relative to the rest of the plasma membrane. During the fusion event the vesicle's b p=b s ratio decreased and then increased, eventually approaching the plasma membrane level. The b p=b s ratio of the locally surrounding brighter region dropped as fusion occurred (Fig. 8 C) , though it never approached the low signal in the center of fusion. This drop may signify a transition of the membrane from being more parallel (flat) to the glass to being more perpendicular (vertical), potentially caused by the expansion of an already fused, hemispherical-like, structure. Similar to a previous report (10) , complete return of the membrane to prefused topology was typically much slower, often lasting >10 s.
The orientation sensitivity of these GFP-labeled vesicles, as measured by the signal from bright regions (perpendicular to the glass) relative to dark regions (parallel to glass), was significantly lower than the sensitivity from DiO label cells, making it more challenging to ascertain orientation due to noise and requiring additional averaging. The orientation of the GFP excitation dipole relative to VSVG has not been carefully characterized, but based on these results it is likely the dipole is not strongly aligned directly perpendicular to the membrane. In addition, flexibility in the peptide linker between GFP and VSVG and the presence of a single membrane anchor, as opposed to two anchors in DiO, may both result in decreased sensitivity. However, GFP labeling does provide distinct advantages over DiO because the fluorophore can be targeted to specific cellular components. Furthermore, some of the drawbacks of synthetic dyes, such as aggregation as a result of poor solubility and membrane disruption due to exogenous molecule presence, are avoided. Future sensitivity improvements may be achieved by optimizing both the linker and the fluorescent protein such that the excitation dipole is oriented distinctly parallel or perpendicular to the membrane.
The spatial field corrected polarization based TIRFM illuminator presented here provides a number of advantages. First, it automates beam alignment and provides focus stabilization. It also offers the added benefit of enabling measurements of anisotropy and excitation by selective polarization with a spatially even excitation field. In addition to the work presented here on cell membrane structure and quantitative exocytosis membrane dynamics, this instrument can also be used to quantitatively study three-dimensional orientation in a wide variety of biological systems such as endocytosis, cytoskeleton structure, virus assembly, and membrane protein orientation. 
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Correcting for Beam Ellipticity
A challenge with rotating linearly polarized light is correctly maintaining linear polarization at the sample, because each optical component along the beam path has the potential to alter the polarization state. The transmission or reflection of light at each component can introduce phase delays or even variable attenuation between orthogonal components of the beam. Orientation dependent phase shifts in effect behave as another wave plate in the optical path, turning the desired linearly polarized light into elliptically polarized light. These shifts are particularly common with dielectric mirrors, including broadband mirrors and beam combining dichroic mirrors. For example, a common visible broadband dielectric mirror (BB1-E02, Thorlabs Inc.) had the potential to turn linearly polarized 488 nm laser light into essentially circularly polarized light (Fig. S2 A) , thus behaving effectively as a quarter-wave plate. We experienced significantly smaller phase shifts with a protected silver coated mirror (PF10-03-P01, Thorlabs Inc.) (Fig. S2  B) , but the difference in absolute intensity reflected from � and � incidence was significantly worse than with the silver mirror (2.7% difference -manufacturer spec) compared to a dielectric mirror (0.3% difference). Although phase shifts appear to be more problematic, compensation can be achieved by introducing additional cancelling phase shifts into the beam path. We corrected for the beam ellipticity by adding a variable wave plate, a Berek compensator, following the EOM/quarter-wave plate combo (Fig. 1 D) . The variable-wave plate was adjusted to maximize the linear polarized state across all rotated states (see Fig. S2 C & D for analysis before and after compensation). 
